Geometrical Alignment of Multiple Fabrication Steps for Rapid Prototyping of Microfluidic Paper-Based Analytical Devices
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ABSTRACT: Three main fabrication steps for microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (μPADs) were fully integrated with accurate geometrical alignment between the individual steps in a simple and rapid manner. A wax printer for creating hydrophobic barriers was integrated with an inexpensive (ca. $300) electronic craft plotter/cutter for paper cutting followed by colorimetric reagent deposition using technical pens. The principal shortcoming in the lack of accurate and precise alignment of the features created by these three individual fabrication steps was addressed in this work by developing appropriate alignment procedures during the multistep fabrication process. The wax printing step was geometrically aligned with the following cutting and plotting (deposition) steps in a highly accurate and precise manner using optical scanning function of the plotter/cutter based on registration marks printed on the paper using the wax printer and scanned by the plotter/cutter. The accuracy and precision of alignment in a two-dimensional plane were quantified by cutting and plotting cross-shaped features and measuring their center coordinates relative to wax printed reference lines. The average accuracy along the X- and Y-axis was 0.12 and 0.16 mm for cutting and 0.19 and 0.17 mm for plotting, respectively. The potential of this approach was demonstrated by fabricating μPADs for instrument-free determination of cobalt in waters using distance-based readout, with excellent precision (%RSD = 5.7) and detection limit (LOD) of 2.5 ng and 0.5 mg/L (mass and concentration LODs, respectively).

In the past decade, microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (μPADs) have gained attention due to their unique advantages of low-cost, ultimate portability, ease of use, and disposability. μPADs are easy-to-use miniaturized analytical devices which are simply fabricated by demarcating defined hydrophilic channels on paper by creating hydrophobic barriers using wax printing or other techniques. The channels then guide liquids such as sample moving by capillary forces, to react with particular chemical reagents deposited into detection zones.8

In spite of all the advances, fabrication of μPADs still have some limitations. For instance, fabrication methods are still either tedious or can pose challenges in relation to their facile and reproducible fabrication. These impediments hinder the advance of μPADs in broad areas of analytical chemistry. So far, many varieties of μPADs with different designs and applications have been reported fabricated by different methods.3 These fabrication methods have several (usually three) main steps including creating confined hydrophilic patterns on paper, cutting the required shapes and areas, and deposition of colorimetric reagents on the paper.5,6 Each of these steps is usually realized with different techniques. So for creating hydrophilic patterns, several methods have been reported including wax printing, paper cutting and shaping, ink stamping, laser treatment, photolithography, and plotting.4,5 Among those various methods, wax printing has been most widely used due to its inherent advantages of low-cost, simplicity, easy and rapid fabrication (only one heating step is needed after printing), and suitability for mass production.4

The cutting step has also been accomplished by different devices such as hand-held cutters, hand-held punchers, laser cutters, and electronic craft cutters.4 We reported cutting using an electronic craft cutter equipped with standard blades, which offered much more reproducible fabrication compared to hand cutting, and less costly compared to laser cutting.7 When it comes to reagent deposition, a few methods have been used for this purpose, including pipetting, brushing, inkjet printing, dipping, and spraying.8 We reported deposition of colorimetric reagents on paper using technical pens in an electronic craft plotter/cutter showing great promise due to automated and reproducible deposition.7 The use of the craft plotter/cutters in fabrication process of microfluidic devices has increased recently, which is due to the low-cost, flexibility, automated deposition, and simplicity of these instruments. It should be noted that, in most of the reported works,9−16 only the cutting feature of the plotter/cutters has been implemented rather than
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the plotting. In other words, the craft plotter/cutter has been used to perform very simple cuts upon the paper, vinyl, or other materials without particular demands on precision. The plotting feature has been used only a few times so far for creating hydrophobic barriers on paper by deposition of inks filled in special pens.4,7,17

As the three major fabrication tools, namely, wax printing, plotting, and cutting with a plotter/cutter, offer different advantages, they could be used together for fabrication of μPADs based upon their combined use. However, there is no comprehensive method comprising all these three steps accomplished in a simple, low-cost, flexible, reproducible, and rapid way, and importantly, accurately geometrically aligned. In other words, at least one of these three main steps is usually done either by hand or other unreliable ways, which impact the reproducibility and robustness of the whole fabrication process and affects the final results. The paper media has to be moved from one instrument to the next one during the fabrication process which makes it difficult to keep the features fabricated in different steps precisely geometrically aligned.

In this work we show for the first time that a combination of wax printing for making fluidic barriers, digital craft cutter for cutting, and also plotting with the technical pens for reagent deposition, can be accurately aligned to provide a low-cost, simple, rapid, reproducible, and comprehensive fabrication method for prototyping of μPADs. Further, we show that the geometrical alignment of this combination of different fabrication steps can be assured by utilizing an optical scanner function of the plotter/cutter. The accuracy and precision of the alignment (deviation in coordinates of fabricated features from theoretical coordinates) were quantified using purposely designed fabrication experiments. As for an analytical demonstration of the developed fabrication method, distance-based μPADs were designed, fabricated and implemented for instrument-free determination of cobalt in water samples, which in itself presents a novel analytical use of μPADs as quantitative determination of cobalt using μPADs has not been reported.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Chemicals and Materials.** All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. Citric acid monohydrate, 1-nitroso-2-naphthol, sodium phosphate dibasic dihydrate, rhodamine 6G, and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) disodium salt dihydrate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Standard Co(II) solutions were produced by diluting a stock solution of 1000 mg/L of the nitrate salt of the element supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Water was treated with a Millipore (Bedford, MA, U.S.A.) Milli-Q water purification system. Whatman grade 1 qualitative filter paper with a pore size of 11 μm and thickness of 180 μm (GE Healthcare Australia Pty. Ltd., NSW, Australia) was used to fabricate the μPADs. Transparent laminating film (thickness of 125 μm, GBC, NSW, Australia) was used to laminate the μPADs.

**Fabrication of the Distance-Based μPADs.** As shown in Figure S-1, the distance-based microfluidic patterns composed of a straight channel (1.9 × 29 mm) and a circular sample zone (3.7 mm outer diameter) along with scale bars (drawn at 1.0 mm intervals next to the channel for naked eye measurement of the color change length) were predesigned using the Silhouette Studio software (Figure S-2) and printed on paper by the wax printer. The patterns were printed on both sides of the paper to let the wax penetrate throughout the paper thickness from two sides (top and bottom) after the heating step to prevent any leakage of the sample from the μPADs.6,21 After that, the sheet was loaded on the adhesive surface of a reusable cutting mat and was placed on the plotter/cutter for cutting out the sample zone as a circular hole in the paper of diameter 3 mm. In the next step, the technical pens were filled with the colorimetric reagents and then inserted in the plotter/cutter to deposit the reagents on the straight channels. Afterward, the sheet was laminated from both sides to give a higher mechanical stability to the final μPAD and also to prevent contamination of the detection areas. Circles (diameter = 4 mm) were cut out in the top lamination film (before lamination) by the same cutting as where the filter paper was cut out for introducing sample. The lamination was performed at a temperature of 165 ºC to melt the wax entirely through the thickness of the paper to create consistent hydrophobic barriers. Finally, the fabricated μPADs were cut into separate segments with desired sizes using the same cutting system and stored for further use in a sealed plastic bag. Figure S-3 represents the paper media undergoing different fabrication steps.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Alignment of Multiple Fabrication Steps.** The here presented alignment of multiple fabrication method for prototyping of μPADs was composed of three main steps including wax printing of the hydrophobic barriers, cutting out the sample zone and deposition of the colorimetric reagents (Figure 1). As the wax printing was performed by the wax printer while the other two steps were accomplished by the plotter/cutter, it was crucial to keep all the three steps aligned. These two separate devices have different working principles which make it difficult to couple them during the multiple fabrication steps, while keeping all these steps geometrically aligned. Specifically for fabrication of the distance-based μPADs, it was essential to perform the cutting and deposition precisely, since we were dealing with very small dimensions during the cutting (circles, inner diameter = 3.3 mm) and the deposition (narrow channels, inner width = 1.4 mm) steps (Figure S-4). Thus, any misalignment could lead to the cutting or reagent deposition outside of the desired areas. In addition, each of these functions had to be replicated in high numbers (e.g., 170 times for 170 μPADs printed on an A4 size paper) for minimal consumption of paper, as desirable in the case of mass production.

**Optical Scanner and “Registration Marks”.** The working principle of the plotter/cutter is based on electromechani-
Figure 2. Accuracy and precision of geometrical alignment in multiple fabrication steps. (A) Graphical pattern simulating different fabrication steps of μPADs, where the black lines ((black cross) reference lines, X/Y-axes) represent the wax printing step, (gray cross) represent the cutting step, and (pink cross) represent the deposition step. $D_a$ is the distance measured by microscope between the edge of plotted lines and the edge of corresponding reference lines, and $W$ is the width of plotted lines. (B) Experimentally determined coordinates of the cut and plotted crosses obtained from the predesigned pattern undergoing ($n = 8$) the corresponding fabrication steps, where the black lines (× shape) are the expected values for cutting and deposition performances, (gray circles) cutting, and (pink diamonds) deposition coordinates (e.g., $C_2$ and $P_1$ in Figure 2A) obtained after performing either of these steps. Insets are the actual photographs of cut and plotted crosses. For detailed description of the coordinate determination procedures, see Supporting Information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Cutting Accuracy</th>
<th>Deposition Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>0.12 mm</td>
<td>0.16 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
<td>0.19 mm</td>
<td>0.17 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy and Precision of the Alignment. To demonstrate the reliability of the new method for fabrication of μPADs, the alignment accuracy of the wax printer with plotter/cutter was investigated. A graphical pattern similar to a simple two-dimensional coordinate system was designed with the Silhouette Studio software to simulate a fabrication process of μPADs. As shown in Figure 2A, this pattern is composed of two reference lines (black lines, X/Y-axes, 40 × 40 mm) perpendicular to each other, which were designed to be printed by the wax printer. There are also crosses in this pattern on all four possible areas of a plane which were supposed to be cut (gray color, 3 × 3 mm) and plotted (pink color, 5 × 5 mm) by the plotter/cutter. After performing all these three steps, we measured the coordinates (i.e., centers) of the cut and plotted crosses. The distance of the experimental coordinates from the reference lines compared to the predesigned (theoretical) values provided a numerical representation of the accuracy and precision of the alignment and compatibility of the wax printer with the plotter/cutter. The cutting coordinates (e.g., $C_2(x_2, y_2)$ in Figure 2A) were measured using a distance-calibrated microscope since the cut lines made by the blade were narrow enough resulting in obvious centers for each cross. The x and y values for each coordinate were obtained by measuring the distance between the centers and the edge of corresponding reference lines (printed X- or Y-axis). However, for the plotted crosses we had to determine the center point of cross sections of relatively wide lines. To find out the plotting coordinates (e.g., $P_1(-x_1, y_1)$ in Figure 2A), we used a simple equation (eq 1) to compensate for the distance which the ink penetrates into the paper. Further details in this regard can be found in Supporting Information.

The graph depicted in Figure 2B was obtained from the predesigned pattern undergoing these three steps one after another ($n = 8$). The black lines (× shape) in this plot are the expected values for cutting and deposition performances. Gray dots are the cutting and the pink dots are the deposition coordinates obtained after performing either of these steps. All the measured coordinates are well located on the expected lines indicating a highly accurate whole process. Numerical values for the slight deviations of the measured coordinates from the theoretical ones represent the accuracy. The average of these values for 16 coordinates ($n = 8$) was reported as overall accuracy, which was calculated to be 0.12 mm and 0.16 mm for cutting, and 0.19 mm and 0.17 mm for plotting, along the X-
and Y-axis, respectively. The fabrication precision as an average standard deviation of individual coordinates was also reported separately along the X- and Y-axes, representing the overall precision of the cutting and deposition process (Table 1). Since the number of repetitions for obtaining each coordinate was the same \((n = 8)\), this average can be regarded as a reliable estimation of the overall standard deviation. As anticipated, the standard deviation along the Y-axis was almost two times more than that along the X-axis for both cutting and deposition steps. This is to be expected due to the fact that the Y-axis is defined by the movement of the whole media via the twisting pinch rollers which can cause some minor drifting during operation. However, the X-axis is the result of movement of the pen holder (media is static) over a rail that is likely to be more consistent. These results show that the proposed idea of integrating the wax printer with the plotter/cutter as described in this paper is reliable, highly accurate, and can be implemented for a variety of applications, including prototyping of miniaturized analytical devices such as \(\mu\)PADs.

**Distance-Based Determination of Cobalt in Waters.** In the distance-based measurement, the sample moves forward through straight microfluidic channels and reacts with the deposited colorimetric reagent resulting in a color change that is observed as a boundary between the reagent alone and the reagent reacted with the analyte.\(^2\) The length of the color change to that boundary can be related to the concentration of the analyte present in the sample. It has been demonstrated that the distance-based \(\mu\)PADs have the potential to be applied for portable, instrument-free and rapid analysis of a variety of analytes.\(^{19-24}\) Cobalt is one of the inorganic contaminants of which in natural waters is very important since its excess can cause some serious health problems for humans, animals, plants, and microorganisms.\(^{29,30}\) According to the Australian and New Zealand guidelines for fresh and marine water quality, the concentration of cobalt in irrigation waters should not be more than 0.1 mg/L (short-term use) or 0.05 mg/L (long-term use).\(^{27}\) Conventional analytical methods for determination of cobalt are costly and time-consuming, and they also need complex equipment and trained operators which are not suitable for on-site analysis.\(^{28}\) However, the distance-based \(\mu\)PADs can be applied for rapid, low-cost, instrument-free, and portable analysis of the water samples.

The developed distance-based \(\mu\)PADs fabricated by this facile method were successfully applied for instrument-free quantification of cobalt in water samples using 1-nitroso-2-naphthol as the metallochromic ligand. The detection chemistry is detailed in the Supporting Information. Determination of standard solutions of Co was investigated in the range of 2.5−100 ng (0.5−20 mg/L) and the calibration curves were obtained using different distances of color change formed on the \(\mu\)PADs for various concentrations of analytes. The detection limit (LOD), which in distance-based \(\mu\)PADs is considered as the lowest distinguishable length\(^2\) (usually 0.5 mm) of color change along the channel was 2.5 ng and 0.5 mg/L of Co as mass and concentration LODs, respectively.

In this work, the unnecessary paper area of the sample zone was cut out (Figure S-7) to improve analytical parameters such as sensitivity and LOD, based on rationale as follows. Even though paper is conventionally considered as a neutral material, but the overall surface charge of the cellulose is negative due to the presence of the carboxyl groups formed by the addition of oxidative reagents to the fibers during papermaking process. The surface of paper will acquire a relatively low cation-exchange capacity and can retain metal cations through the electrostatic interactions.\(^{29,30}\) Therefore, a portion of the analyte can be adsorbed on the surface of the paper normally available at the sample zone of other \(\mu\)PADs without even reaching to the detection area. This issue will be more considerable when very low concentrations of the metals are being monitored. Removing the sample zone has also been reported in very few previous works\(^{20,21}\) with \(\mu\)PADs, while the cutting was done by hand-held punching which is not suited for high throughput fabrication and of limited reproducibility. Here we performed this job in a very simple and rapid way with very high precision and speed. This concept was further investigated by comparing two different types of \(\mu\)PADs (with and without cutting the sample zone) for determination of cobalt (Figure S-8). As expected, the \(\mu\)PADs without paper in the sample zone exhibited a lower LOD as well as a lower RSD value, and higher sensitivity for detection of cobalt. These results show the importance of sample zone cutting.


distance-based \(\mu\)PADs

Figure 3. (A) Photograph of distance-based \(\mu\)PADs after pipetting 5 \(\mu\)L of Co standard solutions. Contrast and brightness are modified for the sake of better observation. (B) Response curve of different concentrations (2.5−100 ng) of Co to distance-based \(\mu\)PADs. Markers reflect the average of 14 repetitive measurements. The error bars represent the standard deviations from the average values.
on determination of cobalt was also investigated by applying water samples containing Co (5 ppm) and different metal ions (Al, Ca, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni, K, Na, Pb, and Zn) in Co/metal ratio of 1:1. Under these conditions, the coexisting metals did not have any significant impact on the distance of the color band formed. As a validation study of the distance-based $\mu$PADs, some irrigation water samples were collected (Scottsdale, Tasmania, Australia) and spiked with known concentration (5 ppm) of standard Co solution and then analyzed both with the $\mu$PADs and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). The results obtained from both these techniques (Table S-1) were in a very good agreement (within 10% error). On the other hand, the nonspiked water samples (blank) did not produce any distance signal on the $\mu$PADs which showed these samples were at levels below LOD of the target metal. These results were confirmed by the AAS analysis, where the concentrations of the metals in blanks were measured to be at trace levels ($\approx$5 ppb) which were below the LOD of the $\mu$PADs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Several fabrication steps of $\mu$PADs can be integrated in a simple manner by coupling a wax printer and an electronic craft plotter/cutter. Wax printing as the most popular technique for creating hydrophobic barriers for $\mu$PADs and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). The results obtained from both these techniques (Table S-1) were in a very good agreement (within 10% error). On the other hand, the nonspiked water samples (blank) did not produce any distance signal on the $\mu$PADs which showed these samples were at levels below LOD of the target metal. These results were confirmed by the AAS analysis, where the concentrations of the metals in blanks were measured to be at trace levels ($\approx$5 ppb) which were below the LOD of the $\mu$PADs.
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